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Abstract—Watchdog technique is a fundamental building block to many trust systems that are
designed for securing wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Unfortunately, this kind of technique
consumes much energy and hence largely limits the lifespan of WSN. Although the state-of-theart studies have realized the importance of trust systems’ efficiency in WSNs and proposed several
preliminary solutions, they have overlooked to optimize the watchdog technique, which is perhaps
among the top energy-consuming units. In this paper, we reveal the inefficient use of watchdog
technique in existing trust systems, and thereby propose a suite of optimization methods to
minimize the energy cost of watchdog usage, while keeping the system’s security in a sufficient
level. We have evaluated our algorithms through experiments on top of a WSNET simulation
platform and an in-door WSN testbed in our collaborative lab. The results have successfully
confirmed that our watchdog optimization techniques can save at least 39.44% energy without
sacrificing much security (<0.06 in terms of trust accuracy and robustness), even in some cases
enhance the protection against certain attacks. Abstract—Watchdog technique is a fundamental
building block to many trust systems that are designed for securing wireless sensor networks
(WSNs). Unfortunately, this kind of technique consumes much energy and hence largely limits
the lifespan of WSN.
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reputation or past misbehavior [13]. That is,
trust is built upon sensor nodes’ reputation
and past behaviors, and can be used to model
these nodes’ honesty and internal states.
Although many trust systems [14] enable
trust recommendations to extend the trust
from neighborhood (i.e., direct trust) to a
global network view (i.e., indirect trust), the
direct experience of past behaviors is still the
basis for securing those recommendations. In
another word, sensor nodes’ past behaviors
constitute the basic foundation for building
WSN’s trust systems (WSNTSs for short).

I. INTRODUCTION
AS A CRITICAL complement to traditional
security mechanisms (e.g., cryptographic
methods [1], authentication [2] and access
control logics [3] etc.), trust systems are
widely applied to protect wireless sensor
networks (WSNs for short) from being
attacked by “legitimate” sensor nodes (i.e.,
the nodes are either compromised or selfish
or on ault) [4]–[12]. Those nodes can bypass
traditional security protections using their
“legitimate” identities, but can be possibly
captured by trust systems due to their poor
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However, collecting enough past behaviors
through business traffic to build a reliable
trust system for WSN is not a trivial task.
First, the powerful base station (when WSN
has a flat topology [15]) and cluster heads
(when a hierarchical topology [16]), both of
which are likely to have business
requirements to interact with the whole
network (or the entire cluster), may not locate
in the communication range (i.e.,
neighborhood) of all sensor nodes (i.e., some
nodes are remote), hence missing the
opportunity to have direct experiences of
those remote nodes. Second, some sensor
nodes may not have business requirements to
interact with their neighbour nodes, or their
business interactions occur at a very low
frequency. Those lazy nodes’ past behaviors
are hard to be collected using business traffic.
Third, since trust is context aware [17], [18],
the experience of one kind of behaviors
cannot be used to build up trust for another
kind. For example, a node behaving well to
forward routing packets in the past does not
mean the sensing data reported from this
node is trustworthy (i.e., past multi-hop
routing behaviors cannot derive the trust for
data sensing). As a result, WSN may lack a
wide variety of business traffic to build up all
kinds of trust. To tackle those challenges and
facilitate past behavior collection, most of
existing WSNTSs have adopted a so-called
watchdog technique [19]. Using this
technique, sensor nodes can operate as
proactive monitors and launch trustdedicated tasks in a pre-defined frequency to
directly interact with their neighborhood
nodes. They thus can get the first-hand
experiences of these nodes’ behaviors, even
if no business tasks happen. For example, a
node can actively query other nodes’ sensing
data in some time interval [6] (despite it does
not actually require those data for business
purpose), or continuously overhear its
neighborhood’s routing communications

through the promiscuous mode [4],
[20].Although the watchdog technique has
been proved as a very effective approach to
build up WSNTS’s foundations, it introduces
a large amount of additional energy
consumptions which conflict the energy
efficient design principle of WSN. More
precisely, sensor nodes are usually equipped
with limited battery, and work in an
unattended mode for a long period of time to
adapt various harsh environments such as the
deep desert and ocean abyss. Rechargement
or replacement of those nodes’ power is very
difficult and expensive. Due to those
challenges, energy saving plays a very
important role in the design of modern WSNs
[21]. However, to our best knowledge, no
existing WSNTSs give appropriate solutions
to save the energy consumed by the watchdog
technique (i.e., the
Trust-energy conflict induced by watchdog
usage has not been addressed before). In
particular, some WSNTSs do not discuss how
to schedule watchdogs in their proposals
[20], [22], while some others implicitly
suggest to let sensor nodes launch neighbourflooding watchdog tasks to monitor all their
neighbors and do not study which frequency
is appropriate for their monitoring [4], [6],
[23]. This kind of neighbour-flooding
methods could make running watchdogs
redundant and will waste a lot of energy
without inducing much additional security
benefits. As a result, to simultaneously save
energy and collect sufficient past behaviors
for trust evaluation, an intelligent watchdog
scheduler is highly required In this paper, we
will fill in this gap by optimizing watchdog
techniques for WSNTSs to balance energy
efficiency and security (in terms of trust
accuracy and robustness). Our ultimate goal
is to reduce the energy cost induced by
watchdog tasks as much as possible, while
keeping trust accuracy and robustness in a
sufficient level. To touch this goal, we
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optimize watchdog techniques in two levels.
First, we optimize watchdog locations by
considering the fact: although sensor nodes
which are located more closely may consume
less energy to monitor each other due to
shorter communication distance [24], these
nodes are more likely of being compromised
together and launch collaborative attacks
[25].

The remainder of this paper is structured as
follows.
We first review the literature in Section II.
We then give a high level overview of WSN
and WSNTS models
in Section III. We present our watchdog
optimization algorithms in Section IV, and
evaluate these algorithms
in Section V. After discussing some
limitations and potential future works in
Section VI, we conclude this paper
in Section VII.
Methodology

We therefore explore the optimal watchdog
location (given a target node) to minimize the
overall risk (in terms of both energy
consumption and security). Second, we
optimize watchdog frequency and reduce its
redundancy. In particular, compared with the
sensor nodes whose behaviors are more
uncertain, the nodes with more determined
trustworthiness
(i.e.,
trustworthy
or
untrustworthy) may require less watchdog
tasks (i.e., lower watchdog frequency) to
further investigate. We thus seek appropriate
watchdog frequency depending on target
nodes’ trustworthiness.
To sum up, we make three major
contributions in this paper.
1) We conduct a novel study to reveal trustenergy conflict induced by the inefficient use
of watchdog techniques in
existing WSNTSs. This conflict has not been
comprehensively addressed by prior research
in the literature.
2) We optimize watchdog techniques in two
levels, both of which consist of a theoretical
analysis to show potential
optimal results and a practical algorithm to
efficiently and effectively schedule watchdog
tasks.
3) We evaluate our optimization techniques
using extensive experiments in a WSNET
simulation
platform [26] and an in-door testbed in our
collaborative lab. The experimental results
have successfully
confirmed the effectiveness of our design.

MODEL OVERVIEW
In this section, we formalize WSN and
WSNTS using four high level models. More
precisely, we first present a
system model to describe WSN in Section
III-A. We then model WSN’s energy
consumption law in Section III-B.
Afterwards, we reason about WSNTS on top
of a threat model in Section III-C and a trust
model in Section III-D, respectively.
For the ease of reference, we summarize
important notations used by this paper in
Table I.
A. System Model
We model a WSN as an undirected graph G
= (V, E), where vi ∈ V represents a sensor
node in WSN and ei j ∈ E
means that the nodes vi and v j are within
each other’s communication range (i.e.,
neighborhood). We design our
methods by considering a flat WSN topology,
although our solutions work within the scope
of neighborhood and thus also adapt to other
topologies such as the clustering WSN. Let di
j be the spatial distance between vi and v j,
and let ri be the communication range of vi .
We consider that ei j ∈ E exists
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To formalize a watchdog task on top of G, we
first separate time space into a sequence of
consecutive time slots with equal size. We
then define wti j as a watchdog task the node
vi performs to monitor its neighbor node v j
at time slot t.A watchdog task wti j consists
of a bidirectional communication between
the watchdog node vi and the target node v j.
That is, vi should send a request packet to v j
and then wait for v j ’s response. By this
requirement, vi can take watchdog task wt i j
to monitor v j iff di j ≤ ri and di j ≤ r j (i.e., ei
j exists in G). In another word, the node vi
can work as a watchdog to monitor only ∀v j
∈ Bi , and vice versa, only ∀v j ∈ Bi can
perform watchdog tasks to monitor vi .
B. Energy Consumption Model
To estimate energy consumed by each
watchdog task wt i j , we follow a typical free
space wireless radio model, which is widely
adopted by the literature (e.g., LEACH [24]).
In this model, a sensor node’s transmitter unit
consists of a transmit electronics device and
a power amplifier, both of which will
consume energy when transmitting signals.
In contrast, a node’s receiver unit only
consumes energy due to the receive
electronics device. We follow prior research
like [24] and [29] to assume that a proper
power controller has been deployed to adjust
transmit power amplifier according to the
transmission distance. Let elect be the energy
consumed by a sensor node’s transmit
electronics (or receive electronics) when
sending (or receiving) 1 bit information
(measured in J/bit). Let _ be free space
constant measured in J/bit/m2. We then can
calculate the energy consumption when vi
transmits 1 bit information to its neighbor
node v j (di j ≤ ri) as:

iff di j ≤ ri and di j ≤ r j . We therefore define
Bi ⊆ V as the set of vi ’s neighborhood nodes.
We have Bi = {v j |ei j ∈ E} ={v j |di j ≤ ri &
di j ≤ r j }. Figure 1 gives an example of our
WSN system model. As can be seen,
although v3 and v4 are within v2’s
communication range (i.e., d23 ≤ r2 and d24
≤ r2),
e23 and e24 do not exist (i.e., v3, v4 /∈B2)
because d23 > r3 and d24 > r4.
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Meanwhile, the energy consumed by vi for
receiving 1 bit information from neighbor
node v j can be computed as:

controlled by the attacker as well [25]. We let
A ⊆ V be the set of the “legitimate” sensor
nodes under attackers’ control. Then, given
an attacker’s node v j , the probability that
another node vi is also under attacker’s
control is inversely proportional to di j :

As described in Section III-A, to accomplish
a watchdog task wt i j , the watchdog node vi
should first send query to
target node then receive target node’s reply,
while the target node v j should first receive
the query from the watchdog node then send
back the reply. As a result, if a watchdog task
wt i j requires L bits information for either
query or response, the energy consumed by
the watchdog node vi for this task is:

However, 1α·di j cannot be used as a
probability function directly, because 1 α·di j
belongs to [0,+∞] but a possible probability
function should be falling into [0, 1]. To
tackle this issue, we need to give a feasible
probability definition that satisfies Pr[vi ∈
A|v j ∈ A] ∈ [0, 1] and Pr[vi ∈ A|v j ∈ A]
∝1α·di j simultaneously. To meet this
requirement, we define the probability
function as Pr[vi ∈ A|v j ∈ A] = 1α·di j+1 in
this paper. This probability function is
feasible and meaningful. In particular, WSN
attackers usually exploit wireless signal to
intrude sensor nodes. A longer distance leads
to a weaker attacking signal, which
represents a weaker attacking capability [25].
As a result, Eq. (5) can naturally reflect such
wireless attacking scenario. More precisely,
di j = 0 can lead Pr[v j ∈ A|vi ∈ A] = 1 since
it indicates that vi and v j are the same node
or different nodes located at the same
position. While, with di j increasing, Pr[v j ∈
A|vi ∈ A] will decrease due to the weakening
signal and can eventually reach 0 when di j
approximates+∞. A larger α indicates a
higher decreasing speed of Pr[vi ∈ A|v j ∈ A]
when di j increases.
2) Attacking WSN: By exploiting the
“legitimate” sensor nodes, attackers could
perform insider attacks to disrupt
WSN’s normal functionalities, such as
damaging the quality of multihop routing by
selectively dropping routing packets or
misleading WSN’s data aggregation by
reporting crafted sensing data. Those attacks
can avoid traditional security mechanism.

The target node v j ’s energy consumption for
this watchdog
task wti j is (note that di j = d j i ):

C. Threat Model
In our design, we assume some sensor nodes
could be compromised or selfish or on fault.
By exploiting those
“legitimate” nodes, we consider two kinds of
attacking behaviors. One is for disrupting
WSN’s normal functionalities such as routing
and data sensing, and the other is for
attacking WSNTS itself. In particular, we
consider the attacking capabilities as follows:
1) Attacking From “Legitimate” Sensor
Nodes: We consider the attackers who are
capable of compromising
some vulnerable sensor nodes or deploying
malicious or faulty nodes to WSN. Attackers
can exploit these nodes’
“legitimate” identities to break traditional
security protections, and hence can launch
offensives to the remainder of WSN.
Further, we consider the attacking model
cooperative, where the nodes that are closer
to an attacker’s node are more likely of being
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3) Attacking WSNTS: Moreover, we
consider attackers smart enough and are
aware of the existence ofWSNTS. Those
attackers attempt to evade WSNTS’s
detection by launching some advanced
attacks. In particular, we consider four types
of WSNTS attacks in this paper (all of them
have been widely considered in the literature
[14], [18]). The first is an on-off attack,
where attacker’s node may behave well for a
long time to get enough reputation then do
malicious behaviors suddenly. The second is
a discrimination attack where attacker’s node
will behave differently to different sensor
nodes (watchdogs). The third is a badmouthing attack, where attacker’s node
will perform watchdog tasks and report an
honest node as a malicious one. The last is a
sybil attack where attackers can control a
large number of sensor nodes to mislead
WSNTS.
D. Trust Model
In this paper, we model the trust of a sensor
node as this node’s expected behavior
distribution over time. The behavior could be
data sensing or routing behavior etc. This
trust model can allow our analysis to be
focused on WSNTS’s foundation, and will
not be affected by higher level’s trust update
and aggregation processes. On top of this
model, we introduce three concepts. One is
trustworthiness that can be used to estimate a
sensor node’s behavior. The other two are
trust accuracy and trust robustness, which can
be used to measure how accurate the target
nodes’ trustworthiness can be recovered in
the presence of WSN attacks and WSNTS
attacks
respectively.
Unlike
the
trustworthiness that the trust systems need to
calculate at run time, the trust accuracy and
trust robustness are two performance indices
that we can use to evaluate and compare
different trust systems’ security levels.
Trust systems do not need to compute the
trust accuracy and robustness at run time.

1) Trustworthiness: From some watchdog
node vi ’s point of view, we define a sensor
node v j ’s trustworthiness in
the context of a particular behavior (e.g., data
sensing or routing etc.) as the percentage of v
j ’s behaviors that meet
vi ’s expectation among all the v j ’s
behaviors watched by vi in a time window N.
We denote this trustworthiness as Ti j . We
then define I t i j as the event to represent
whether v j ’s behavior is expected by vi at
time slot t. I t
i j returns 1 if v j ’s behavior follows vi ’s
expectation and returns 0 otherwise.
Watchdog node’s expectation is context
aware. For data sensing, watchdog nodes
believe their own sensing function works fine
and expect to see the similar sensing value
reported by the target nodes. But for routing
task, watchdog nodes expect target nodes can
successfully help forward packets. We
calculate Ti j as:

where, wt i = ∅ means the watchdog node vi
actually performs watchdog task to monitor v
j at time slot t.
2) Trust Accuracy and Trust Robustness: We
let Itj be the event to describe a sensor node
v j ’s internal behavior
and draw it according to a binary distribution
function Pj . Itj = 1 if v j behaves well at time
slot t while Itj = 0 if v j performs attacks
against WSN at t (e.g., reporting corrupted
sensing data or refusing packet forwarding
etc.). Watchdog node vi can sample Pj to
discrete events I t i j s. We then model the
accuracy of Ti j (i.e., trust accuracy) using the
Kullback-Leibler divergence [30] between
the probability distribution of Itj s (i.e., Pj )
and the distribution of I t i j s (denoted as Qi
j ). KL divergence is a well known measure
of the information loss when using one
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information source (i.e., probability
distribution) to approximate another, and
hence being a good choice to measure trust
accuracy. Let I be the random variable of
distribution Pj and Qi j . We then can follow
[30] to calculate KL divergence as:

located at the optimal watchdog location. In
common, almost v j ∈ V may have their
neighbors ∀vi ∈ Bj , di j
= (4L_α) −13.
To address this issue, an intuitive solution is
to choose the node nearest to the theoretically
optimal location as watchdog. However, this
intuitive algorithm is vulnerable to
discrimination attacks. That is, since the
intuitive algorithm fixes the watchdog node
to v j ’s nearest neighbour, v j ∈ A can simply
behave well to v j ’s nearest node but launch
WSN attacks (e.g., dropping routing packets
or reporting dishonest sensing data) to the
rest of v j ’s neighborhood. To tackle
discrimination attack while still consult the
optimal location to form Wj , we propose a
new distancebased probabilistic algorithm
(DBP algorithm for short). This algorithm
can find a set of watchdog nodes by
considering those nodes’ locations in a
probabilistic manner. Given a target node v j
, DBP algorithm selects πj · ||Bj || nodes from
v j ’s neighbourhood Bj to form watchdog
node set Wj (i.e., ||Wj || = πj · ||Bj ||), and the
selection probability of ∀vi ∈ Bj satisfies
Pr[vi ∈ Wj ] ∝ 1 |di j−(4L_α) −1 3 | , where ||
∗ || is the size of set ∗, | ∗ | returns the absolute
value of ∗ and πj ∈ (0, 1]. We prove why we
choose Pr[vi ∈ Wj ] ∝ 1 |di j−(4L_α) −1 3 | :
Proof: In the DBP algorithm, the watchdog
node selection probability Pr[vi ∈ Wj ]
should be larger in case the neighbor node is
closer to the optimal position (4L_α) −13
given a target node v j ∈ V. Obviously, in a
polar coordinates, the target node v j ’s
optimal position can form a circle in which
the v j is the center and (4L_α) −1 3 is the
radius. The nodes have the distance (4L_α)
−13 to v j at any angle are always optimal.
As di j is the distance between the target node
v j and another node vi in a certain angle, |di
j − (4L_α) −1 3 | can express
the distance between vi and the target node v
j ’s optimal position. Therefore, Pr[vi ∈ Wj ]
∝ 1 |di j−(4L_α) −1 3 | can well

We use _i j to denote trust accuracy and
measure it as:

As can be seen, _i j ∈ [0, 1] and a larger _i j
indicates
more
accurate
of
the
trustworthiness Ti j . If the watchdog node vi
can correctly observe v j ’s behaviors for all
the time slots t derivative:

We thus find F(di j )’s minimal value by
letting its first derivative equal to 0:

We solve above equation by considering di j
as variant and get result di j = (4L_α) −13 .
Theorem 1 has been proved. _ If we form Wj
by selecting the vi with minimal F(di j ), it
approximately equals to optimize Eq. (10)
and Eq. (11) under a constraint di j = (4L_α)
−13 for vi ∈ Wj . This onstraint
makes our optimization goal well-posed and
solvable. It is worth noting that, if (4L_α) −13
>rj,
we can choose di j = r j as the optimal
distance.
2) Practical Algorithm (DBP Algorithm):
Although Theorem 1 gives the optimal
watchdog location in theory, it is
still challenging to apply this theoretical
solution to practical WSN. The reason is that,
for almost sensor nodes, we cannot assume
there necessarily exist some neighbour nodes
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studies thus shed light a promising research
direction on the design of energy-efficient
WSNTS by optimizing the collection
procedure of first-hand experiences.
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